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Abstract

There are several variations on gubernatorial economic policy around
the world. Given different populations and demographics, economic
policy changes. How can we best predict the ramifications of a given
policy? Can we produce an optimal policy? Computer simulations
and optimization using genetic algorithms may be able to provide
policy makers with the data to answer these questions.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The core of this project is an agent based model system to provide data of
government and population economic and subjective satisfaction over time.
Changing demographics and complicated economic systems may obstruct de-
sired outcomes in certain economic policy, disrupting social order. Computer
models can provide prediction data quickly and at a low cost to economists,
businessmen, and policy makers. Data from the model will be run through
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genetic algorithm based optimization. Output may guide those involved in
decision making in regard to economic policy.

1.2 Scope of Study

The idea is to model simple income and sales taxation and overall welfare
(government provided services) over a short period of time. Assessments
of each citizens health, wealth, and wealth assessment will be factored into
their approval rating of the government. Similarly, the government will fac-
tor those assessments along with their approval rating to produce a value
representing overall well being of the society. Economic cycles will have to
be researched, and relatively realistic economic data will have to be obtained.
Approval, happiness, wealth assessment, and health are relative and general
trends will have to be researched. Once the model became feasible enough,
a genetic algorithm was implemented to determine optimal policy given a
situation.

1.3 Expected Results

I expected the project to model government/population economic relation-
ships reasonably well and for the genetic algorithm to optimize data. Assess-
ment data can already be printed out and represented in a graph over time
using GNUPlot. Graphs showing the relationship between different variables
and overall assessment can be made. The genetic algorithm works in theory
– but the effects are not clear yet since it has not been completely modified
for the project. This project data should lay some groundwork for policy
makers, sociologists, and economists.

This project should be useful in a social/economic study sense as well
as in learning more about computer modeling and optimization algorithms.
Learning more about modeling and data optimization may prove to be useful
in shaping public policy. The development of computer models and optimiza-
tion are both relevant to this and many other fields.

2 Background and Literature Research

I have looked at economic data and some papers on the relationship between
economics and approval/happiness. Tax burden and sudden changes in tax
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policy are detrimental to approval ratings according to Vermeir’s model [2].
The formula for their approval rating depends on more factors but can be
modified or serve as a base example for my approval rating system. To
weight factors into my final assessment, I must look at social causality as
well as direct causality, as public opinion is just as much perception and
relative thought as much as concrete. According to Mao and Gratch, re-
sponsibility and blame assessments must be made to model accurate social
cause/effect. Several different economic assessments are commonly used, in-
cluding GDP, the Gini Coefficient (which measures wealth distribution), and
average wealth. Currently the assessment is based on relative wealth with
respect to time, but a Gini Coefficient assessment may be implemented later
[6]. An agent based model is ideal because of the varying demographics in
populations [1]. Most of the social models that were looked at had little to
do with my project idea, although they did use agent-based models in some
cases.

Building effective and modifiable tax policy is integral to a government’s
economic duties [4]. Computerized systems to create effective, dynamic pol-
icy is important in an age of slow bureaucracy and questionable gubernato-
rial expertise in light of increasingly complicated economies. Researchers at
Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas sought to test the utility of genetic
algorithms in distribution with multivariate crossover. The algorithm was
to optimize a function with many independent variables [3]. The horizontal
strategy and multivariate crossover both look suited to my simulation’s ge-
netic algorithm stage. I can’t use single-variable crossover as there are many
variables in my program that affect the final assessment. Researchers aimed
to create a metaheuristic consisting of multiple algorithms to optimize a flow
shop problem. The first part was a greedy-based heuristic to generate an
initial population, the second was a genetic algorithm process to improve
the population, and the last was ”intensification” due to a variable neighbor
search [3]. The process shown for genetic algorithms is comprehensive. I may
decide to adopt a similar multi-faceted process for improving my simulated
policies as well, though the variable neighbor search doesn’t seem particu-
larly applicable. researchers concluded partnering strategies all had strengths
depending on the type of problem. Possible strategies are pairing based on
attraction, fitness, or randomized partnering. Each strategy has strengths in
different problems – but randomized processes ensure a relatively common
answer [5]. This project is using pairing based on fitness currently.
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Project Flow Diagram

3 Procedures and Methodology

The simulation will continue to be written in Java using Jgrasp and other
code editors. A basic project layout has been implemented. It is able to
receive, process (using a preliminary economic cycle) and output data and can
be modified relatively easily. The preliminary economic cycle uses somewhat
arbitrary values, but more realistic data may be used. Input data should
be taken from real data and perhaps modified to suit the program. Sources
such as the Census Bureau may be used. Testing is already being done there
are several outputs of data tracking different variables for further analysis
and to pinpoint trouble spots in the program. This data can be plotted
using GNUPlot or other graphing utilities. It will also be compared to real
data and judgments on the feasibility of the model will be made. Erratic or
outstanding data would signal a faulty simulation.

Over a simulated 12 year economic cycle, civilian agents spend, work (and
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gain income), pay taxes to the government, and assess their government.
The governments receive taxes, make assessments whether or not to dole out
welfare to those who need it (This is defined by responsiveness level along
with a threshold of negative approval rating). The wealth assessment is a
ratio relating current wealth and wealth from previous months. Data from
the model is to be run through an optimization process. Of course, the result
of running the algorithm should improve the assessment for the society. Data
from the model will be analyzed, and run through a genetic algorithm. The
genetic algorithm mixes attributes of government policy to create new policy,
specifically the attributes of the best policies according to the assessment.
Attributes that are involved in the genetic algorithm include willingness to
give out welfare, welfare amount, and tax rates (income and sales). Initial
wealth and assessments are constant. Attributes are then mutated to prevent
convergence to local maxima. Initial wealth and wealth assessment stays the
same for offspring. New policies are tested and analyzed, and the process is
repeated. Several different policies on several different populations will be
tested because one policy does not fit all. The wealth of the citizenry and
the government involved will also be tracked alongside the assessment.

4 Results

The program now runs through a 12 year economic cycle of consumer spend-
ing, government taxation, government welfare, and feedback. The program
is heavily modifiable for future use. Multiple governments and citizen groups
have been implemented. Results seem erratic and the feasibility of the model
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is off as approval ratings are in the extreme and erratic, meaning better input
data and more realistic processes are needed.

Most data without genetic algorithm optimization shows that the civilian
population’s wealth drop dramatically and level off. The governments’ wealth
continues to increase throughout the cycle. Because of the initial decrease in
wealth, the assessment drops. However, there is a point where the assessment
continues to be positive, probably because the evaluation method weighs the
government’s wealth assessment and the civilians’ wealth assessment equally.
Relative slow decrease in wealth as well as a last-month-based evaluation can
also explain this data.

The genetic algorithm in the test program and in the main program are
largely successful. Most results indicate that the genetic algorithm does
indeed lead to higher assessments. There are a few anomalies where the ge-
netic algorithm has erratic results, however. When tracking the government
wealth after each generation, it is clear that the government accumulates a
large deficit, despite positive assessments. This suggests that the citizenry’s
wealth is increasing at a higher rate than the government’s is decreasing.
However the deficit is significant – after 5 or so generations, most of the
runs output ”NaN” instead of a numerical value for the assessment. Be-
cause the assessment is ratio-based and the governments may get enough
deficit to cause the computer to read numbers as effectively negative infin-
ity, useful information could not be obtained. The genetic algorithm works,
but the problem lied with the assessment. The government’s relative wealth
was not a strong enough factor to offset the citizenry. Such behavior sug-
gests that citizenry enjoy relatively low taxes and lots of spending, even if
it means large deficits. The state of the US economy unfortunately follows
suit. Another possible source of error was the multivariable aspect of the
genetic algorithm. Perhaps the algorithm could’ve been tweaked. Multivari-
able processes also make the genetic algorithm more complicated. Perhaps
the project could have benefited from multiple assessments, but the problem
of weighting these still remains.
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Genetic Algorithm Test - 1st Generation

Genetic Algorithm Test - 2nd Generation

Genetic Algorithm Test - 6th Generation
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Civilian Wealth
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Government Wealth
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Society Assessment
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Trial 1: Genetic Algorithm Optimization of Assessment
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